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ABSTRACT
Stock market is widely considered as a major indicator to imitate investor's outlook of futuristic economic
conditions.  Investors in the BRIC countries have found out the hard-hitting line of attack that economic
development may not convert into stock market gains, and numerous analysts criticize problems with
corporate governance in Russian and Chinese markets. Volatility in equity market has happened to be
an issue of reciprocated concern for investors, regulators and brokers. It is mainly understood that the
stock price volatility is originated exclusively by the haphazard influx of new information connecting to
the expected returns from the stock. The stock markets functioning in BRIC countries have had its
reasonable share in the global financial crisis provoked by unnecessary speculation resulting in extreme
volatility. Indubitably, the investor's buoyancy has been eroded by excessive volatility of Stock Markets
in BRIC nations. The volatile stock market is a severe concern for policy makers since the stock market
fluxes creates improbability and thus unfavorably has an effect on economic growth. This study aims to
develop and examine the conditional volatility models in an attempt to confine the prominent features
of volatility in stock markets in BRIC countries. This empirical study is focused on BRIC emerging markets.
The study is based on secondary data acquired from Bloomberg database. The researcher have collected
daily closing stock prices from its respective exchange ie,  (IBOVESPA) for Brazil, (RTSI)  for Russia, NSE
(S&P CNX NIFTY) for India, (CSI300) for China. The researcher undertakes the popular econometric
technique such as GARCH model to study the behavior of  volatility of Stock markets in BRIC Countries.
Results reveal that China reflects high degree of volatility of series returns among the BRIC countries.
This long-lasting volatility in the stock market has been disappointing issue for the retail investors to
invest in equity markets and boosted the obsession towards bullion industry in china. The researcher
concludes that higher volatility is both gesture and a vehicle of uncertainty. Credit rating agencies act
as driver of the stock market volatility. Credit rating agencies play an significant part in providing one
source of information that aids accuracy and market capability, thereby plummeting the imbalance of
information among the stock market investors.

Keywords : Generalized Autoregressive Conditional Heterokadascity, Stock Market, Volatility, Equityinvestors, Credit rating agencies.
INTRODUCTIONIn 2001, Former Goldman Sachs economistJim O'Neill had coined a new acronym the "BRIC"-family of Brazil, Russia, India and China. BRIC

nation's stock market indices moved upprogressively more, the equity investors were soecstatic to sing and dance with anticipation whenBRIC was formed. In the wake of the financial
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17market turmoil and loss of equity values acrossthe globe, investor's inclination seems to beflustered and dejected. Stock market is widelyconsidered as a major indicator to imitateinvestor's outlook of futuristic economicconditions.  Investors in the BRIC countries havefound out the hard-hitting line of attack thateconomic development may not convert into stockmarket gains, and numerous analysts criticizeproblems with corporate governance in Russianand Chinese markets. (Poon, S.H., and Granger, C.2003) It is crucial to identify the model of stockmarket volatility in BRIC countries which is time-varying, demanding and predictable. This in turnenables to devise effective hedging strategies andfacilitates to diversify international portfolio.(Pandey, A. 2005) In recent times, Volatility inequity market has happened to be an issue ofreciprocated concern for investors, regulatorsand brokers. It is mainly understood that thestock price volatility is originated exclusively bythe haphazard influx of new informationconnecting to the expected returns from the stock.Others aspect to act as the  source of volatility totrading. Costs of trading in an exchange have asignificant bearing on the capital marketefficiency.  Research suggests that volatility is farlarger during trading hours than when theexchange is closed (Fama, 1965; French, 1980).The precision and the efficacy of a volatilityforecast are of enormous significance in capitalmarkets.  Financial market participants givegreater significance to volatility as it is used as aneffective risk measurement tool. Stock returnvolatility hinders economic performance throughconsumer spending. Peripatetic stock prices andtheir volatility, which have now becomewidespread features of securities markets, add tothe concern.  Moreover the extreme volatilitycould break off the smooth functioning of thefinancial system and lead to structural andregulatory changes. Stock price Volatilitynegatively affects individual earnings andeconomic strength. It creates ambiance ofimprobability and thus it obstructs productiveinvestment.  There exists reasonably strongliterature supporting the applicability of the

GARCH models to predict volatility. Andersenand Bollerslev (1998), Corhay and Rad (1994),Brooks (1998), Pagan and Schwert (1990),MadhusudanKarmakar (2005) asserts thatGARCH family of models provides the preciseforecasts. The study reports an confirmation oftime varying volatility, which demonstratesclustering, high persistence and certainty andresponds asymmetrically for positive and negativeshocks.
REVIEW OF LITERATURETrivedi et.al (2013) estimate the volatilityof the BRIC emerging stock markets, namelyBrazil, Russia, India and China based on theirmajor stock indices. The researchers employeconometric approach includes GARCH modelwhich is performed in order to captureasymmetric volatility clustering and leptokurtosis.Results highlight that open end security marketsfollow focus strategy of speculative investingrather than directions of risk management.Ruchika Gahlot, Saroj Kumar Datta, (2012)examine the impact of the future of trading onvolatility as well as the efficiency of the stockmarket of BRIC (Brazil, Russia, India and China)countries. The researchers uses closing prices ofIBrx-50 for Brazil, RTSI for Russia, Nifty for Indiaand CSI300 for China to represent the stockmarket of BRIC countries. The Run and ACF testsare used to see impact on market efficiency.GARCH M model is used to see the impact onvolatility and day-of-the week effect. Resultsreveal that GARCH M indicates that future tradingled to reduction in the volatility of the Indianstock market.Madhusudan Karmakar (2005) examinedthe conditional volatility models in an attempt tocapture the salient features of Indian stock marketvolatility. The study also investigates whetherthere is any leverage effect in Indian companies.The estimation of volatility is undertaken at themacro level on two major market indicies namelyS&P CNX Nifty and BSE Sensex. Regression basedefficiency test has also been performed. Theauthor observed that the GARCH (1,1) modelprovides reasonably good forecasts for market
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18   [ ISSN 0973-936X ]volatility. Results reveal that the conditionalvolatility of market return series from January1991 to June 2003 shows a clear evidence ofvolatility shifting over the period where violentchanges in share prices cluster around the boom1992.Jun Yu (2002) evaluates the performance ofnine alternative models for predicting stock pricevolitity using daily New Zealand data. The authordevelops competing models which contain bothsimple models such as the random walk and astochastic volatility models. Results reveal thatthe stochastic volatility models provide the bestperformance among other models. The authorhighlights that the performance of the GARCH(3,2) model, the best model within the ARCHfamily is sensitive to the choice of assessmentmeasures.
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
Statement of ProblemThe stock markets functioning in BRICcountries have had its reasonable share in theglobal financial crisis provoked by unnecessaryspeculation resulting in extreme volatility.Indubitably, the investor's buoyancy has beeneroded by excessive volatility of Stock Markets inBRIC nations. The volatile stock market is a severeconcern for policy makers since the stock marketfluxes creates improbability and thus unfavorablyhas an effect on economic growth.
Objective of the studyTo develop and examine the conditionalvolatility model in an attempt to confine theprominent features of volatility in stock marketsin BRIC countries
Source of dataThis empirical study is focused on BRICemerging markets. The study is based onsecondary data acquired from Bloombergdatabase. The researcher have collected dailyclosing stock prices from its respective exchangeie,  (IBOVESPA) for Brazil, (RTSI)  for Russia, NSE

(S&P CNX NIFTY) for India, (CSI300) for China.
Research DesignData time lag is from first transaction day of1996 to 31st August 2014. "Eviews 7" DataAnalysis and Econometric Software packageprogram have been used for coordinating thedata and undertaking popular econometrictechniques GARCH models to study the behaviorof volatility of Stock markets in BRIC Countries.The sample financial time series collected from1st April 1996 to 31st August 2014 is the dailyclosing index prices. It was investigated that unitroot problem in all series and hence the financialseries have been transformed. The continuouslycompounded daily returns are calculated usingthe log difference of daily closing prices of selectindices.Rt = h (Pt / Pt-1) = h (Pt) - h (Pt-1)Where Rt represents daily returns of indicesat the time of t and Pt, Pt-1  represents the dailyprices of stock at two successive days, t-1 and trespectively.
MODELING THE VOLATILITYIn this section , the researcher  present themost appropriate academic research on ARCHand GARCH models which are popular basedeconometric models for research application.ARCH model was pioneered by Engle (1982) inhis study "Autoregressive ConditionalHeteroscedasticity with estimates of the Varianceof United Kingdom Inflation" as the initialrecognized model which seemed to confine theoccurrence of changing variance in time seriesdata. It is the most extensively utilized discretetime model for analysis of financial data. Themodel formulation is given below:
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19number of lags. The effect of a return shocki period ago (I   q) on current volatility isgoverned by the parameter ?. In an ARCH model,old news arrived at the market more than qperiod ago has no effect at all on current volatility.Bollerslev (1986) extended the basic ARCH modelby introducing the GARCH model (GeneralizedAutoregressive Conditional Heteroscedasticity)which has proven to be quite useful in empiricalwork. The GARCH model essentially generalizesthe purely autoregressive moving average model.He suggested that the conditional variancefunction be specified as follows: Yt= Xt + 2
t t is the mean equation. Where Yt is the stock return, Xt is theexogenous variables or belonging to the set ofinformation (Yt-1),   is a fixed parameter vectorand conditional variance is,
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       Where,  0>0,  1,  2,………….  q > 0 and
 1,  2,  3,………,  p   0The GARCH (p, q) above defined asstationary when (  1 +  2 +…….+  q) +( 1+ 2+…….+ p) < 1.
EMPIRICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONIn this section the researcher discussesabout the Normality of the daily closing stockreturns for the BRIC countries, stock marketvolatility estimates, Diagnostics testing forVolatility Clustering, Heteroscedasticity test,GARCH Model Fitting, Determination of goodnessof fit for GARCH model, Diagnostics testing forthe GARCH Model, Volatility Shifting, Stock MarketVolatility forecasting evaluation measures usingroot mean square error (RMSE), mean absolutepercentage error (MAPE) and mean absolute error(MAE), Theil Inequality co-efficient  of the BRICCountries stock market indices namely of IBrx-50 for Brazil, RTSI for Russia, S&P Nifty for Indiaand CSI300 for China.
Augmented Dickey- Fuller (ADF) testGenerally all time series has unit root

problems and it must be filtered and allowed forGARCH processes. Augmented Dickey-Fuller(ADF) stationary test has been employed to fourmarket return series namely IBrx-50 for Brazil,RTSI for Russia and CSI300 for China NSE (S&PCNX NIFTY) for India. Unit Root Test is used totest whether the time series are stationary or not.It has produced higher negative value than itscritical value at 1%, 5% and 10% level whichallows series for GARCH and proves no unit rootproblems.
Descriptive Statistics for the NormalityTable 1 (Appendix) exhibits the normalityof the GARCH(1,1) estimation by revealing thedetails pertaining to descriptive statistics of thedaily closing return series of Brazil (IBOVESPA),Russia (RTSI), India (S&P NIFTY), China (CSI300).There exists normality in the daily closing returnseries of IBOVESPA, RTSI, S&P NIFTY, CSI300.

Brazil (IBOVESPA): The maximum returnindex is 5.471292, and minimum is -5.476607which has produced high degree of standarddeviation close to 1 (0.999198) with regard to4618 observations. There is exist a positive meanfor the daily closing returns series. There existsnegative skewness (-0.278726) which representsan asymmetric tail which exceeds towardsnegative. The returns on the portfolio of the dailyclosing index of IBOVESPA are more or lessnormally distributed. The stock returns exhibitsnon-normality. If the returns are normallydistributed, then coefficients of skewness andexcess kurtosis should be equal to zero. Theskewness (-0.278726) and kurtosis (4.261334)indicates that there exist normality in the dailyclosing return series of IBOVESPA.
Russia (RTSI): The maximum return indexis 4.961839, and minimum is -9.506609 whichhas produced high degree of standard deviationclose to 1 (0.999941) with regard to 4186observations. There exist negative skewness (-0.438555) which represents an asymmetric tailwhich exceeds towards negative. The returns onthe portfolio of the daily closing index of RTSI aremore or less normally distributed. The stockreturns exhibits non-normality. If the returns are
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20   [ ISSN 0973-936X ]normally distributed, then coefficients ofskewness and excess kurtosis should be equal tozero. The skewness (-0.438555) and kurtosis(6.825759) indicates that there exist normalityin the daily closing return series of RTSI.
India (S&P NIFTY): The maximum returnindex is 7.690612, and minimum is -6.670432,which has produced high degree of standarddeviation close  to 1 (0.999615) with regard to4656 observations. There exists negativeskewness (-0.250807) which represents anasymmetric tail which exceeds towards negative.The returns on the portfolio of the daily closingindex of S&P NIFTY are more or less normallydistributed. The stock returns exhibits non-normality. If the returns are normally distributed,then coefficients of skewness and excess kurtosisshould be equal to zero. The skewness(-0.250807) and kurtosis (5.709933) indicatesthat there exist normality in the daily closingreturn series of RTSI.
China (CSI300): The maximum return indexis 5.527167, and minimum is --4.753338 whichhas produced high degree of standard deviationto 1 (1.001268). There exist negative skewness(-0.051602) which represents an asymmetric tailwhich exceeds towards negative. The returns onthe portfolio of the daily closing index of CSI300are more or less normally distributed. The stockreturns exhibits non-normality. If the returns arenormally distributed, then coefficients ofskewness and excess kurtosis should be equal tozero. The skewness (-0.051602) and kurtosis(4.746702) indicates that there exist normalityin the daily closing return series of CSI300.

Volatility ClusteringVolatility clustering implies a strong autocorrelation in squared returns. The easy methodof estimating volatility clustering is to calculatethe first-order autocorrelation in squared returns.In order to test the joint hypothesis that all theserial correlations of the returns for lags 1 throughk are simultaneously equal to zero, the researcheruses the Ljung Box Pierce (Q statistic) developedby Ljung and Box, which is defined asQ = n (n + 2)  r2 k   / (n-k)

Where n= sample size and k= lag length(Ljung and Box, 1978). In an application, if thecomputed Q exceeds the critical Q value from theChi square table at the chosen level of significance,the researcher can reject the null hypothesis thatall rk are zero. Autocorrelation in the raw returnseries and its square is indicative of volatilityclustering. These features suggest in making useof GARCH model for this kind of data set.Table 2 & 3 (Appendix) exhibits the autocorrelation for residuals of the daily closingreturns for the BRIC countries stock market index.Table 4 & 5 (Appendix) exhibits theautocorrelation test squared Residuals of dailyclosing returns for the BRIC countries stockmarket index. Using Ljung-Box (L-B) Q-statistics,the researcher detects autocorrelation and itsassociated probability values. If the probabilityvalue is greater than 0.05, we accept the nullhypothesis (it suggests absence ofautocorrelation). In a situation where probabilityvalue is less than 0.05, we reject the nullhypothesis (it suggests presence ofautocorrelation).We computed Q-statistics up to 20 lags forboth raw returns and their square to test forGARCH effect for all the daily closing returns forindex of BRIC countries
Brazil (IBOVESPA):  The Ljung Box Pierce(Q statistic) upto 20 lags for raw returns is28.984,p value is 0.088, Auto correlation (AC) is 0.029and Partial Auto Correlation (PAC) is 0.27. TheTheLjung Box Pierce (Q statistic) up to 20 lags forsquared return is 37.042, p value is 0.012, Autocorrelations (AC) is  0.023 and Partial Autocorrelation (PAC) is 0.024.  The probability valueis greater than 0.05, thus it suggests absence ofautocorrelation. All the lags are statisticallysignificant, and the squares of the lag values arelarger, suggesting that GARCH (1,1) type modelingis more appropriate (Nelson, 1991).
Russia (RTSI): The Ljung Box Pierce (Qstatistic) up to 20 lags for raw returns is59.484,Auto correlation (AC) is 0.005 and Partial AutoCorrelation (PAC) is 0.002. The TheLjung BoxPierce (Q statistic) up to 20 lags for squaredreturn is 8.6084, p value is 0.987, Autocorrelation
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21(AC) returns is 0.004 and partial auto correlation(PAC) is 0.004. The probability value is greaterthan 0.05, thus it suggests absence ofautocorrelation All the lags are statisticallysignificant, and the squares of the lag values arelarger, suggesting that GARCH (1,1) type modelingis more appropriate (Nelson, 1991).
India (S&P NIFTY): The Ljung Box Pierce(Q statistic) up to 20 lags for raw returns is55.154,Auto correlation (AC) is 0.032 and Partial AutoCorrelation (PAC) is 0.028. The TheLjung BoxPierce (Q statistic) upto 20 lags for squaredreturn is14.528, p value is0.803, Autocorrelation(AC)  returns is 0.002, partial auto correlation(PAC) is 0.003. The probability value is greaterthan 0.05, thus it suggests absence ofautocorrelation All the lags are statisticallysignificant, and the squares of the lag values arelarger, suggesting that GARCH (1,1) type modelingis more appropriate (Nelson, 1991).
China (CSI300): The Ljung Box Pierce (Qstatistic) upto 20 lags for raw returns is43.518,p-value is 0.002, Auto correlation (AC) is 0.007and Partial Auto Correlation (PAC) is 0.007. TheTheLjung Box Pierce (Q statistic) up to 20 lags forsquared return is 15.365, p value is 0.755,Autocorrelation (AC) returns is0.008, partial autocorrelation (PAC) is 0.006. The probability valueis greater than 0.05, thus it suggests absence ofautocorrelation All the lags are statisticallysignificant, and the squares of the lag values arelarger, suggesting that GARCH (1,1) type modelingis more appropriate (Nelson, 1991).

HETEROSCEDASTICITY TESTTable 6 (Appendix) exhibits the ARCH -LMfor lag 10 for IBOVESPA, RTSI, CSI300, and S&PNIFTY indicates the presence of conditionalheteroscedasticity for ARCH (1). Consequently,we estimated model for GARCH (1, 1) for thedaily closing returns of BRIC countries stockmarket index. With wider tail distribution, theGARCH model is reasonable for explaining thedata. (Ghulam Ali, 2013).In case of Brazil (IBOVESPA), results of theheteroskedasticity test for lag 10 reveals that Fstatistics is 2.705922 and its probability level as

0.0026. For Russia (RTSI), F statistics is 0.568053and its probability level as 0.8412. For (S&P
NIFTY), India, the F statistics is 0.836247 and itsprobability level is 0.5935. In case of China
(CSI300), F statistics is 0.314247, and itsprobability level is 0.9778. Thus all the indices ofthe BRIC countries reveal conditionalheteroskedascity.
GARCH Model FittingThe Ljung-Box Q-statistics also corroboratesabsence of any autocorrelations in thestandardized square residuals when GARCH(1, 1) model is used. Table 7 (Appendix) exhibitsthe GARCH (1,1) estimations for IBOVESPA, RTSI,S&P NIFTY, CSI300. The conditional varianceequation is then presented in the following form. For time series analysis, it is desirable tohave stationary series. Stationarity of the seriescan be found by summation of    and thevalue of this summation should be less thanunity. The stationarity condition (  +   < 1) issatisfied here. A large value of GARCH lagcoefficients  1 indicates that shocks to conditionalvariance takes a long time to die out, so thevolatility is 'persistent'. Low value of errorcoefficient  1 suggests that large marketsurprises induce relatively small revisions infuture volatility.

Brazil (IBOVESPA):   = 0.101305, whichexhibits the impact of the good news,   is ARCHeffect,   = 0.877747, which exhibits impact ofthe bad news.   is the GARCH effect. Theconditional variance equation for Brazil(IBOVESPA) is presented in the following form.
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(α+ β) = 0.101305+0.877747= 0.979052

= (α+ β) < 1

= 0.979052 < 1For time series analysis, it is desirable tohave stationary series. Stationarity of the seriescan be found by summation of    and the
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22   [ ISSN 0973-936X ]value of this summation should be less thanunity. The stationarity condition (   < 1) issatisfied here. Here the value of   is +0.101305and the value of   is +0.877747. A big value ofGARCH lag coefficients   (+0.877747) indicatesthat shocks to conditional variance takes a longtime to die out, so the volatility is 'persistent'.Low value of error coefficient   (0.101305)suggests that large market surprises inducerelatively small revisions in future volatility.Here,  +   = 0.979052 which is close tounity and therefore it can be stated that a 'shock'at time t persists for many future periods. Asoaring value of this kind implies a 'elongatedmemory' in the stock market. Any shock will leadto a everlasting change in all future values of ht;hence shocks to conditional variance are'persistent.'  Brazilian stock markets are volatile.The relatively small market capitalization andilliquidity of Brazilian equity markets may causethe price of securities of Brazilian issuers tofluctuate.
RUSSIA (RTSI):   = 0.007538, whichexhibits the good news,   is ARCH effect,   =0.861868, which exhibits impact of the bad news.

  is the GARCH effect. The conditional varianceequation for Russia (RTSI) is presented in thefollowing form. q p
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(α+ β) = 0.128096+0.861868=0.0.989964

= (α+ β) < 1

= 0.989964 < 1 For time series analysis, it is desirable tohave stationary series. Stationarity of the seriescan be found by summation of    and thevalue of this summation should be less thanunity. The stationarity condition (   < 1) issatisfied here. Here the value of   is +0.128096and the value of   is +0.861268. A big value ofGARCH lag coefficients   (+0.861268) indicatesthat shocks to conditional variance takes a longtime to die out, so the volatility is 'persistent'.Low value of error coefficient   (0.128096)

suggests that large market surprises inducerelatively small revisions in future volatility.Here,    = 0.989964 which is close tounity and therefore it can be highlighted that a'shock' at time t persists for many future periods.A soaring value of this kind implies a 'elongatedmemory' in the stock market. Any shock will leadto everlasting change in all future values of ht;hence shocks to conditional variance are'persistent.' Russian stocks have become the mostvolatile since 2009. The shocking politicalcircumstances are bumping up against thefinancial markets.
INDIA (S&P NIFTY):   = 0.110126, whichexhibits the good news,   is GARCH effect,   =0.876838 which exhibits the impact of the badnews,   is the GARCH effect. The conditionalvariance equation for India (S&P NIFTY) ispresented in the following form.q p
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= (α+ β) = 0.110126+0.876838=0.986964

= (α+ β) < 1For time series analysis, it is desirable tohave stationary series. Stationarity of the seriescan be found by summation of    and thevalue of this summation should be less thanunity. The stationarity condition ( <1) issatisfied here. Here the value of   is +0.110126and the value of   is +0.876838. A big value ofGARCH lag coefficients   (+0.876838) indicatesthat shocks to conditional variance takes a longtime to die out, so the volatility is 'persistent'.Low value of error coefficient   (0.110126)suggests that large market surprises inducerelatively small revisions in future volatility.Here,    = 0.986964 which is close tounity and therefore it can be proved that a 'shock'at time t persists for many future periods. A soaringvalue of this kind implies a 'elongated memory' inthe stock market. Any shock will lead to aeverlasting change in all future values of ht; henceshocks to conditional variance are 'persistent.'
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CHINA (CSI300):   = 0.05902, whichexhibits the good news,   is ARCH effect,   =0.931367 which exhibits the impact of the badnews,   is the GARCH effect. The conditionalvariance equation for China (CSI300) is presentedin the following form.
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931367.005902.002813.0 

= (α+ β) =0.05902+0.93136 = 0.990387

= (α+ β) < 1For time series analysis, it is desirable tohave stationary series. Stationarity of the seriescan be found by summation of    and thevalue of this summation should be less thanunity. The stationarity condition (   < 1) issatisfied here. Here the value of   is +0.05902and the value of   is +0.931367. A big value ofGARCH lag coefficients   (+0.931367) indicatesthat shocks to conditional variance takes a longtime to die out, so the volatility is 'persistent'.Low value of error coefficient   (0.05902)suggests that large market surprises inducerelatively small revisions in future volatility.(Kaniel, R., Saar, G., and Titman, S. (2008).Here,    = 0.990387which is close tounity and therefore it can be said that a 'shock'at time t persists for many future periods. Asoaring value of this kind implies a 'elongatedmemory' in the stock market. Any shock will leadto a everlasting change in all future values of ht;hence shocks to conditional variance are'persistent.'Among all the BRIC countries (  ) ishigher in China S&P CSI300 (0.990387) whichhighlights that Chinese stock markets are highlyvolatile followed by Russia RTSI (0.989964) andIndia S&P NIFTY (0.986964) and Brazil IBOVESPA(0.979052). China reflects high degree of volitityof series returns among the BRIC countries. Thislong-lasting volatility in the stock market hasbeen disappointing issue for the retail investorsto invest in equity markets and boosted theobsession towards bullion industry in china. Due

to high volatility, new clients are afraid to burntheir fingers and existing investors areuncomfortable in roiling their portfolio in china.This is consistent with the prior studiesundertaken on individual investors in differentcountries. TabajaraPimenta Junior, Fabiano, et.al(2014) examines whether the capital marketbehavior of the BRIC's emerging countries in the2008 international crisis had already beenequivalent to that of industrialized countries (USA,Japan, United kingdom, Germany). Theresearchers apply three uni-variate econometricapproaches for modeling the market volatilities(GARCH, EGARCH, TGARCH). Results reveal thatthere exists similar volatility, volatility asymmetryand delayed volatility reaction to market changes.The authors conclude that the BRIC's marketsshowed persistence to volatility shocks, lessasymmetry and faster reactions of volatility tomarket changes.
Determination of Goodness of fit modelThe Akaike info criterion (AIC), Schwarzcriterion (SIC),    Hannan-Quinn criterion (HQ),and Log likelihood are considered to determinethe goodness of fit model as exhibited in Table 8(appendix).

Brazil (IBOVESPA): AIC (3.994235), SIC(4.001205), HQ (3.996688) and log likelihood (-9217.69) which determines GARCH (1,1)estimations as the best fit model for volatilityestimations.
Russia (RTSI):  AIC (4.307076), SIC(4.314648), HQ (4.309754) and log likelihood (-9009.71) which determines GARCH (1,1)estimations as the best fit model for volatilityestimations.
India (S&P NIFTY): AIC (3.550617), SIC(3.557539), HQ (3.553052) and log likelihood (-8260.84) which determines GARCH (1,1)estimations as the best fit model for volatilityestimations.
China (CSI300): AIC (3.706397), SIC(3.716236), HQ (3.709932) and log likelihood (-5671.35) which determines GARCH (1,1)estimations as the best fit model for volatilityestimations.
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Stock Market Volatility forecasting  EvaluationThere exists wide range of statistics toevaluate and compare forecast errors in theliterature of volatility forecasting. The mostpopularly used measures in the literature includemean error (ME), root mean square error (RMSE),mean absolute percentage error (MAPE) andmean absolute error (MAE) and Theil InequalityCoefficient.Table 9 (Appendix) exhibits the forecastevaluation test for GARCH (1,1) estimation fordaily closing returns of the BRIC countries. Incase of Brazil IBOVESPA exhibits RMSE(2.103984), MAE (1.466873), MAPE (118.3452),Theil Inequality co-efficient (0.953963), Biasproportion (0.000422), Variance proportion(0.981761), and covariance proportion(0.017817) which is unanimously favored.For Russia (RTSI)  exhibits RMSE(2.814817), MAE (1.784799), MAPE (126.7947),Theil Inequality co-efficient (0.945539),Biasproportion (0.000566), Variance proportion(0.910458) and covariance proportion(0.088976) which bring out the fact the forecastof GARCH (1,1) is highly desirableFor India (S&P NIFTY)  the forecastevaluation measures RMSE (1.616662), MAE(1.410520), MAPE (122.4337), Theil Inequalityco-efficient (0.929369), Bias proportion(0.000703), Variance proportion (0.907197), Covariance proportion (0.092100) which bring outthe fact the forecast of GARCH (1,1) is predictsaccuracy.In case of China (CSI300), RMSE (1.715445),MAE (1.208841), MAPE (101.0135), TheilInequality co-efficient (0.996279), Biasproportion (0.000028), Variance proportion(0.994690) and covariance proportion(0.005281) which bring out the fact the forecastof GARCH (1,1) is highly desirable and favored.
CONCLUSION AND IMPLICATIONSThe present study brings out clearly thatthe financial market volatility has significantlyincreased.  Higher volatility is both a gesture anda vehicle of uncertainty. The social cost associatedwith high volatility was serious during the period1st April 1996 to 31st August 2014. Genuineinvestors lost optimism and deceased from the

market.  Volatility index was introduced by theChicago Board of Options Exchange in 1993 calledthe VIX, which is acts the new barometer ofinvestor fear.  In broad-spectrum, VIX is oftenmentioned as the investor fear gauge, mainlybecause it measures perceived stock marketvolatility-both upside as well as downsidevolatility. Sarwar, G. (2012) When the VIX levelis low, it implies that investors are hopeful andcontented rather than timid in the market, whichindicates that investors perceive no or lowpotential risk. (Siriopoulos, C., and Fassas, A.2012).  Even, Credit rating agencies act as driverof the stock market volitity. Any ratings news, ifit provides new information, has a positiveexternality, since it reduces credit risk, and anegative externality, since it increases volatilityrisk. Credit rating agencies play an significantpart in providing one source of information thataids accuracy and market capability, therebyplummeting the imbalance of information amongthe stock market investors. Engorgement ofcorporate scams and controversies has shockedinvestor's confidence in equities. The great frightarises in the investor's mind whether the ratingagencies supports their interest by guiding themin the precise path. Investors have seen their lifespan savings washed out with unsupportive anderroneous assistance of CRAs.  Credit agenciesfuelled global financial crisis by performing thebiased job in absurd manner. But have they beenof value to investors?
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Appendix
Table 1

Descriptive Statistics for BRIC countries
Descriptive Brazil Russia India China
Statistics IBOVESPA RTSI S&P NIFTY CSI300Mean 0.030642 0.030250 0.032168 0.001631Median 0.004507 0.011318 0.001957 0.032884Maximum 5.471292 4.961839 7.690612 5.527167Minimum 5.476607 9.506609 6.670432 4.753338St. Deviation 0.999198 0.999941 0.999615 1.001268Skewness 0.278726 0.438555 0.250807 0.051602Kurtosis 4.261334 6.825759 5.709933 4.746702JarqueBera 365.9218 2687.020 1473.498 390.7390Probability 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000

Source: Computed Data
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Table 2

Auto Correlation Test For Residuals
Brazil  (IBOVESPA) Russia (RTSI)

Lag AC PAC Q-statistics Prob AC PAC Q-statistics Prob1 0.041 0.041 7.8847 0.005 0.103 0.103 44.524 02 0.002 0 7.9029 0.019 0.005 -0.006 44.618 03 0.01 0.01 8.3817 0.039 0.014 0.015 45.495 04 0.01 0.009 8.8041 0.066 0.009 0.006 45.844 05 0.005 0.004 8.8981 0.113 0.001 -0.001 45.847 06 0.005 0.005 9.0182 0.173 0.013 0.013 46.61 07 0.005 0.005 9.1337 0.243 0.023 0.02 48.858 08 0.012 0.011 9.7777 0.281 0.026 0.022 51.781 09 0.011 0.01 10.373 0.321 0.024 0.019 54.247 010 0.046 0.045 19.958 0.03 0.008 0.003 54.516 011 0.008 0.005 20.284 0.042 -0.003 -0.005 54.543 012 0.007 0.007 20.513 0.058 0.009 0.008 54.848 013 0.002 0.003 20.53 0.083 0.02 0.018 56.581 014 0.015 0.016 21.559 0.088 -0.01 -0.015 57.028 015 0.019 0.018 23.155 0.081 -0.001 0.001 57.029 016 0.013 0.012 23.982 0.09 -0.017 -0.019 58.217 017 0.003 0.002 24.023 0.119 -0.004 -0.001 58.281 018 -0.009 -0.01 24.389 0.143 -0.012 -0.012 58.843 019 0.011 0.011 24.949 0.162 0.011 0.014 59.397 020 0.029 0.027 28.984 0.088 0.005 0.002 59.484 0
Source: Computed Data

Table 3
Auto Correlation Test For Residuals

India (S&P NIFTY) China (CSI300)
Lag AC PAC Q-statistics Prob AC PAC Q-statistics Prob1 0.052 0.052 12.417 0 0.028 0.028 2.4078 0.1212 -0.01 -0.012 12.854 0.002 -0.002 -0.003 2.4168 0.2993 0.025 0.027 15.835 0.001 0.046 0.046 8.9628 0.03
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274 0.031 0.028 20.357 0 0.022 0.019 10.395 0.0345 0.008 0.005 20.652 0.001 0.013 0.012 10.898 0.0536 -0.038 -0.039 27.458 0 -0.041 -0.044 16.136 0.0137 0.01 0.013 27.914 0 0.04 0.04 20.973 0.0048 -0.004 -0.007 27.975 0 -0.002 -0.006 20.982 0.0079 0.031 0.034 32.482 0 0.008 0.012 21.177 0.01210 0.027 0.026 35.938 0 0.055 0.052 30.427 0.00111 -0.02 -0.022 37.771 0 0.035 0.032 34.169 012 -0.002 -0.002 37.786 0 0.019 0.014 35.259 013 0.005 0.002 37.892 0 0.007 0.005 35.411 0.00114 0.033 0.031 42.914 0 0.023 0.015 37.005 0.00115 -0.01 -0.009 43.358 0 0.03 0.026 39.804 016 -0.012 -0.009 44.067 0 -0.006 -0.005 39.912 0.00117 0.028 0.025 47.7 0 -0.014 -0.017 40.485 0.00118 -0.012 -0.017 48.369 0 0.027 0.024 42.778 0.00119 -0.021 -0.02 50.407 0 -0.014 -0.018 43.369 0.00120 -0.032 -0.028 55.154 0 -0.007 -0.007 43.518 0.002
Source: Computed Data

Table 4
Auto Correlation Test For squared Residuals

Brazil  (IBOVESPA) Russia (RTSI)
Lag AC PAC Q-statistics Prob AC PAC Q-statistics Prob1 -0.011 -0.011 0.5155 0.473 0.01 0.01 0.4129 0.522 0.068 0.068 21.766 0 0.021 0.021 2.2403 0.3263 0.017 0.018 23.087 0 0.007 0.006 2.4296 0.4884 0.005 0.001 23.196 0 -0.015 -0.015 3.3291 0.5045 0.002 0 23.212 0 -0.01 -0.01 3.7355 0.5886 -0.007 -0.008 23.463 0.001 -0.014 -0.013 4.5269 0.6067 -0.006 -0.007 23.651 0.001 -0.006 -0.005 4.6685 0.78 -0.023 -0.022 26.126 0.001 -0.005 -0.004 4.77 0.7829 0.001 0.002 26.135 0.002 -0.01 -0.01 5.2055 0.81610 0.011 0.015 26.715 0.003 -0.012 -0.012 5.8461 0.828
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28   [ ISSN 0973-936X ]11 -0.022 -0.021 28.991 0.002 -0.011 -0.01 6.3208 0.85112 0.004 0.001 29.048 0.004 -0.005 -0.005 6.4228 0.89313 -0.019 -0.017 30.794 0.004 0.008 0.008 6.7041 0.91714 0.006 0.005 30.948 0.006 -0.014 -0.014 7.4869 0.91415 -0.005 -0.002 31.05 0.009 -0.007 -0.008 7.7229 0.93416 -0.014 -0.015 31.958 0.01 -0.002 -0.002 7.7365 0.95617 -0.017 -0.017 33.274 0.01 -0.011 -0.01 8.2001 0.96218 0 0.002 33.274 0.015 -0.009 -0.009 8.5339 0.9719 -0.016 -0.015 34.499 0.016 0 0 8.534 0.9820 0.023 0.024 37.042 0.012 0.004 0.004 8.6084 0.987
Source: Computed Data

Table 5

Auto Correlation Test For squared Residuals (GARCH (1,1))

India (S&P NIFTY) China (CSI300)

Lag AC PAC Q-statistics Prob AC PAC Q-statistics Prob1 0.021 0.021 1.9595 0.162 -0.013 -0.013 0.5038 0.4782 0.006 0.005 2.1117 0.348 0.01 0.01 0.7938 0.6723 0.006 0.006 2.2947 0.514 -0.011 -0.011 1.1757 0.7594 0 0 2.2953 0.682 0.008 0.007 1.3592 0.8515 0 0 2.2953 0.807 -0.012 -0.011 1.7858 0.8786 -0.004 -0.004 2.3578 0.884 -0.005 -0.006 1.8786 0.9317 0 0 2.358 0.937 0.006 0.007 2.0075 0.9598 -0.016 -0.016 3.5203 0.898 0.004 0.004 2.0546 0.9799 -0.032 -0.031 8.2135 0.513 -0.007 -0.007 2.1948 0.98810 0.008 0.009 8.484 0.582 0.02 0.02 3.392 0.97111 -0.013 -0.013 9.2434 0.599 -0.02 -0.02 4.684 0.94512 -0.012 -0.011 9.8791 0.627 0.042 0.041 10.015 0.61513 0.012 0.012 10.52 0.651 0.01 0.012 10.32 0.66814 0.001 0.001 10.528 0.723 -0.007 -0.009 10.476 0.72715 -0.012 -0.013 11.227 0.736 -0.029 -0.028 13.024 0.616 -0.016 -0.016 12.391 0.717 -0.023 -0.024 14.602 0.554
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2917 -0.014 -0.014 13.307 0.715 -0.005 -0.005 14.682 0.61818 -0.008 -0.008 13.636 0.752 -0.01 -0.01 15.005 0.66219 0.014 0.015 14.51 0.753 -0.007 -0.008 15.174 0.71120 -0.002 -0.003 14.528 0.803 0.008 0.006 15.365 0.755
Source: Computed Data

Table 6
Heterokodascity Test (ARCH -LM for lag 10)

Heterokodasicity Brazil Russia India China
IBOVESPA RTSI S&P NIFTY CSI300F Statistics 2.705922 0.568053 0.836247 0.314247Prob F 0.0026 0.8412 0.5935 0.9778ProbChisquare 0.0026 0.8408 0.5932 0.9777

Source: Computed Data

Table 7
GARCH ESTIMATIONS (1,1)

Variable Coeffient Std error Z statistics p-value
Brazil Constant 0.100428 0.023922 4.198135 0
IBOVESPA R(1) 0.00877 0.010044 -0.873004 0Variance Constant 0.085427 0.012349 6.917469 0ARCH effect 0.101305 0.005949 17.02826 0GARCH effect 0.877747 0.007633 114.988 0
Russia Constant 0.132693 0.02528 5.249026 0
RTSI R(1) -0.04142 0.007162 -5.78417 0Variance Constant 0.092662 0.006746 13.73638 0ARCH effect 0.128096 0.007538 16.99365 0GARCH effect 0.861868 0.006403 134.5972 0
India Constant 0.087127 0.018072 4.821198 0
S&P NIFTY R(1) 0.049056 0.008587 5.712487 0Variance Constant 0.047085 0.004954 9.505103 0ARCH effect 0.110126 0.005824 18.90763 0GARCH effect 0.876838 0.005368 163.3331 0
China Constant 0.009174 0.024371 0.376419 0.7066
CSI300 R(1) 0.002689 0.015771 0.17048 0.8646Variance Constant 0.02813 0.006196 4.53986 0ARCH effect 0.05902 0.005707 10.34158 0GARCH effect 0.931367 0.006491 143.4904 0

Source: Computed Data
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Table 8

GARCH ESTIMATIONS (1,1)

Stock Index Akaike info Schwarz Hannan-Quinn Log likelihood
criterion criterion criter.Brazil 3.994235 4.001205 3.996688 -9217.69IBOVESPARussia 4.307076 4.314648 4.309754 -9009.71RTSIIndia 3.550617 3.557539 3.553052 -8260.84S&P NIFTYChina CSI300 3.706397 3.716236 3.709932 -5671.35

Source: Computed Data

Table 9
Forecast Evaluation Test for BRIC countries

Test Names Brazil Russia India China
IBOVESPA RTSI S&P CSI300

NIFTYRoot Mean Squared Error (RMSE) 2.103984 2.814817 1.616662 1.715325Mean Absolute Error (MAE) 1.466876 1.784799 1.410520 1.208323Mean Absolute Percent Error (MAPE) 118.3452 126.7947 122.4337 113.1077Theil Inequality Co-efficient 0.953963 0.945539 0.929369 0.993937Bias Proportion 0.000422 0.000566 0.000703 0.000028Variance Proportion 0.981761 0.910458 0.907197 0.994690Covariance Proportion 0.017817 0.088976 0.092100 0.005281
Source: Computed Data

Corrigendum : The paper Investors’ Psychology : An empirical analysis published in Management Insight(Vol 10, No. 2) December 2014 stands withdrawn from the journal as it was printed inadvertently. Thesame is regretted.


